Reminiscences Portrait Painter 1894 Healy
lessons in likeness - muse.jhu - lessons in likeness estill pennington published by the university press of
kentucky pennington, estill. lessons in likeness: portrait painters in kentucky and the ohio river valley,
1802-1920. reminiscences of strasburg - lancasterhistory - reminiscences of strasburg. the
firstsettlements were made in1709by the swiss mennonites on the banks of pequea creek. the name strasburg
was no doubt brought with them from their native country, but in the organization of lancaster county in 1729
and the division into townships there seemed to be a prejudice against the german mennonites, the new
encyclopedia of southern culture - (1813–1894) portraitist. george peter alexander healy was born in
boston to william healy, a sea cap-tain, and his wife, mary hicks. after ... to complete a portrait of mrs. samuel
mckee. healy, having just left the deathbed of clay’s nemesis andrew jackson, went to ashland, clay’s home
“portrait of webster,” (by frederick debourg richards ... - the portrait of webster, printed as a
frontispiece, is from a daguerreotype made by mr. f. de b. richards, of philadelphia. mr. richards, now a
painter, was formerly a daguerreotypist, and went, under the guidance of dr. mcclellan (father of the general),
to get webster to pose for the likeness. mr. richards is confident that this was in 1849, henri rousseau moma - painter become friends. 1894 the first issue of "l'ymagier" (october), a review founded by jarry and
remy de gourmont, makes men tion of an exhibition "at le bare de boutteville" in which rousseau's work is
being shown. among the works hung at the salon des inde*pendants is war, which is later praised by "mercure
de france." julia graydon sharpe papers - indiana historical society - julia graydon sharpe papers,
1878–1935 collection information . biographical sketch scope and content note . ... in 1894–1896 she was a
student of william forsyth and t. c. steele at ... reminiscences about studying under william merritt chase, and
letters from henry lane wilson, george ade, and albert j. beveridge. ... eliza duion taliaferro - collectionshs
- portrait of eliza taliaferro, probably painted in st. louis in the mid-1830s. it is a portrait that strengthens ...
has written books on painter alexis jean fournier and on painting and sculpture in minnesota as well as
exhibition ... "reminiscences of fort sneuing," mhs collections (1894), 6:340. all of the major's w. a. westchester county historical society - french - page 134 painter, mattie c. see ayres, mattie c. painter
(mrs. henry) palfrey, edward d., of mount vernon. arrested for grand larceny. 29:34. palmer, alice ... selection
of texts from the catalogue - the painter j. alden weir wrote in 1877, ‘i never in my life saw more horrible
things’. artist ellen ... ‘imitation’, ‘reminiscences’ and ‘conventional’. ... in 1894, he too encouraged artists to
study abroad and learn new techniques, but he told them to return home and work in their native land. ...
gabriele mÜnter photographer of america 1898-1900 - albeit a gifted and productive painter in her own
right, with a special talent for line drawing that has been compared to that of matisse,5 (figs. 7-15) münter was
overshadowed during her lifetime -- and inevitably still is, even in germany, despite having finally won
amanda snyder - oregonvisualarts - amanda tester snyder was born in 1894 in the blue ridge mountains of
rural tennessee. the eldest of five children, she ... little book of reminiscences spans the five-year period before
the family’s move to roseburg, oregon, on march 1, 1903. ... oregon, 1964), a portrait painter trained at the
royal college of art. bell recognized her ... friends of saint-gaudens - sgnhs - painter also pushing a larger
agenda concerning the presence and patronage ... a bronze cast of his portrait of jules ... reminiscences: ‘i
hear constantly spoken of […] the love of england that so many of my friends of anglo-saxon origin have when
they go there for the first time. i have not a trace of it for england, though
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